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Docket No. 16-T5A-0079

FINAL DECISION AND ORDER

Marya Pham (Respondent) appeals the Order issued bythe Honorable Dean C. Metry,

Administrative Law Judge (AIJ) on December 14,2016. In that Order, the ALJ affirmed the

Transportation Security Administration's (TSA's) finding that Respondent violated the security

regulation codified at 49 C.F.R. 1540.105(aX1), and imposed a civil penalty in the amount of

$500.00. For the reasons stated below, the ALI Order is upheld and Respondent's appeal is

denied.

Summary of Facts

Respondent, an employee of Air Canada, applied for a Security Identification Display

Area (SIDA) badge at Dallas Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) on July 23,2015. As part

of the application process, Respondent certified that she had read the notices concerning badge

holders traveling as passengers and employee portal rules, and agreed to abide by those notices

and rules. Respondent also received SIDA training in the form of videos and written materials

on the use of employee portal doors, among other subjects. The training materials prohibit the

use of employee portal doors for members of the public, including the practice of

"piggybacking" where an employee with a SIDA badge goes through an employee door and
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permits a member of the public to follow through the door as well. Respondent received her

SIDA badge in August 2015.

On November 11, 2A15, Respondent was working as an operations agent for Worldwide

Flight Services (WFS) on Air Canada Flights. She responded to a page requesting assistance for

a passenger who needed to check-in for a flight. A11 Air Canadacheck-in agents had left the

ticket counter and moved to the boarding gate. Respondent did not know how to check-in the

passenger and called her team lead, Mr. Woo, for assistance. Mr. Woo gave Respondent his log-

in information and attempted to walk her through the check-in process. After two failed attempts

to check-in the passenger, Respondent alleges and Mr. Woo denies, that Mr. Woo instructed her

to bring the passenger through an employee portal door into the sterile area. Respondent entered

the sterile area through an employee portal with three separate doors and permitted the passenger

to follow her through the doors. There was a combination of signage, SIDA readers, and

biometric readers at each door prohibiting public access and permitting access for SIDA badge

holders only.

An exit door guard observed the passenger enter the sterile area behind Respondent and

contacted DFW airport police. The airport police determined that Respondent did escort a

passenger into the sterile area through an employee portal and blpassing screening at the

screening checkpoint. On December 14,2015, DFW Department of Public Safety suspended

Respondent's SIDA badge privileges for 15 days and employee portal access for 1 year for

violating the DFW Airport Security Program. On May 17,2016, TSA issued a Final Notice of

Proposed Civil Penalty and Order proposing to assess Respondent a $1,500 civil penalty for

violation of 49 C.F.R. 1540.105(aX1).
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On May 3l,20l6,Respondent requested a formal hearing on this matter and on June 2,

2016, the ALJ was assigned to hear this case. Following discovery and motions among the

parties, the ALJ held a hearing on November 18, 2A]6 in Dallas, TX and issued an oral decision

at the 
"or"lrrsio, 

of the hearing.

AIJ

On December 14,2A16, the ALI issued a written order, consistent with the oral decision,

finding that Respondent violated the security regulations by escorting or permitting a traveler to

piggyback through an employee portal entrance to the sterile area. The ALI also found that

Respondent did not prove any affirmative defenses that would defeat this violation.

The ALI lowered the civil penalty from $1,500.00 to $500.00 based on several mitigating

factors that are listed in TSA's civil penalty guidelines. The AIJ found that the security risk in

this case was low because the traveler was never alone in the sterile area and was properly

screened prior to flyrng. The ALI found that Respondent's actions were the result of fear,

confusion, and inexperience rather than a specific intent to evade security standards. The ALI

fuither found that Respondent was, at all times during the proceeding, respectful. In addition,

the ALJ found that Respondent was working two jobs to help her family, and the economic

impact of a larger civil penaltywas significant. No criminal charges resulted from Respondent's

actions, and she no longer holds a SIDA budg" or works at the airport. Finally, the ALI fiound

that Respondent did not act deceitfully and the probability of a reculrence was extremely low.

Based on these factors, the ALJ lowered the civil penalty significantly.

Respondent's Request for Review bv the Decision Maker

Respondent seeks review by the TSA Decision Maker for several reasons. First,

Respondent claims that the SIDA badge training she received was inadequate and thus, she was
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not prepared to handle the situation she found herself in on November I l, 2015. In addition,

Respondent asserts that her supervisor instructed her to bring the traveler through the employee

portal door, and therefore, he should be held responsible for the entry. Further, Respondent

claims that the passenger commiffed the error by following Respondent through the employee

access doors, when Respondent had instructed the passenger to wait. Respondent states that her

assigned duties on that day involved meeting arriving flights and exchanging paperwork with

workers on the ramp, not to assist passengers with check-in. Respondent states that she did not

have an opporfunity to review the airport video that shows the traveler entering the sterile area

behind her before it was erased. Respondent also asserts that a witness interviewed by the

airport police has a condition called Amblyopia or 'laryr eye' and therefore, could not provide an

accurate description of what he witnessed.

TSA's Response to Respondent's Request-for Review

TSA asserts that the ALI properly concluded by a preponderance of evidence that

Respondent's actions violated the security regulation codified at 49 C.F.R. 1540.105(a)(1). TSA

cites the evidence provided by witness Officer Mister, Transportation Security Inspector (TSD

Hicks, and Respondent's oral and written statements as providing suffrcient objective proof that

Respondent escorted or permitted a traveler to piggyback into the sterile area through employee

doors, in violation of the regulations. Finally, TSA asserts that the ALI reached his decision in

accordance with applicable law, precedent, and public policy and therefore, should be affirmed

by the TSA Decision Maker.

Final Decision and Order

Pursuant to the governing regulations on investigation and enforcement procedures, the

TSA Decision Maker must review the briefs on appeal to determine whether the ALI committed
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prejudicial error in the proceedings, or whether the initial decision should be affirmed, modified,

or reversed. 49 C.F.R. 1503.657(i). Based on my review of the appeal briefs and the ALI Order,

I frnd that the ALI did not commit prejudicial error in the proceedings before him, and affirm his

Order.

The ALJ relied on the documentary evidence presented in the case and actively

participated in the in-person hearing to ensure that Respondent, who appeared pro se, understood

the procedures, and had ample opportunities to present her case and respond fully to

Complainant's assertions. During the hearing, the AIJ carefully followed and illuminated

Respondent's explanation of how the passenger gained access to the sterile area by piggybacking

or being escorted by Respondent. To access the three employee entrances that led to the sterile

area, Respondent had to swipe her SIDA badge or use biometrics to open each door and

Respondent acknowledged that the passenger was directly behind her at each door. Even

assuming Respondent's assertion is true that she did not receive effective SIDA kaining or

understand that she signed an acknowledgement affirming completion of the training, each door

bore signs prohibiting public access and she testified that she saw those warnings.

The governing security regulation prohibits circumventing or causing another to

circumvent security procedures, such as passenger screening prior to entering the sterile area. As

TSI Hicks testified, the regulation does not require a specific intent to circumvent or cause

another to circumvent security procedures, only that it occurred. For these reasons, I affirm the

ALI finding that the Respondent violated 49 C.F.R. 1540.105(aX1).
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The ALJ comprehensively applied TSA's policy on mitigating factors to determine

whether the initial civil penalty amount of $ 1,500 was appropriate, and found that a significant

reduction of $1000 in the penaltyamount was advisable.

For the foregoing reasons, the ALI Order is affirmed.

Roderick Allison,
Acting Deputy Administrator and TSA
Decision Maker

Dated:1-tt l"l
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this day, the foregoing Final Decision and Order was sent

electronically to:

Enforcement Docket Clerk
ALJ Docketing Center
United States Coast Guard
U.S. Customs House, Room 412
40 South Gay Street
Baltimore, MD 212024022
Email : alj docketcenter@usc g.mil

Lauren M. Meus
Hearing Docket Clerk
ALI Docketing Center
United States Coast Guard
U.S. Customs House, Room 412
40 South Gay Street
Baltimore, MD 2 1202-4022
Email: Lauren.M.Meus@uscg.mil

Marya Pham
3414 Mayflower Ct.
Arlington, TX 76014
Email: maryapham I 996(a),yahoo.com

Marsha Davis
Transportation Security Administration
510 Airline Drive, Suite 110
Coppell, TX 75019
Email: Marsha.Davis(rDtsa.dhs. gov

Dated: 1 )1 t1
Christine Beyer,
TSA Decision Maker

to
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